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Abstract: This work presents a new model for the kinetic of oxidation of Cr O  (Cr O  + 3/2 O 2CrO ) based2 3 2 3 2 3

on the experimental results assuming a n-order reaction rate. The setup is a fixed bed reactor, which air blew
through the Cr O  particles. The air supplied required oxygen for the reaction. The porosity of the particles also2 3

was determined experimentally. A mathematical model assuming the particles as shrinking cores developed to
calculate the outlet condition of the reactor and fit the experimental results by tuning the kinetic parameters.
The effects of fluid, ash layer and particle pores' mass transfer resistances also took into account. The
conditions including 1.59- 2.86 mm Cr O  particles diameter, 23-28°C temperature and flow of air in 7-15 Lit/min2 3

investigated in reactions. The proposed model is in good agreement with experimental results
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INTRODUCTION measurements. The reaction between CO2 and char is

The economic importance of processes including applied to other isothermal systems to estimate the
solid particles, controlled by the kinetics of gas-solid influence of diffusional effects on the observed reaction
reactions, explain the large number of models describing rate, i.e. char oxidation and other catalytic or non-catalytic
these reactions that have been published in the literatures systems [9].
[1-3]. The isothermal differential characteristics of the gas-

SCM     (shrinking   core   model)   and    UCM solid reaction occurring in a micro-fluidized bed reactor
(uniform conversion model) approaches have been were studied using the indigenously developed Micro-
proposed to describe the solid-gas reactions [4]. Fluidized Bed Reaction Analyzer (MFBRA). Comparing

These  models  take  in  to  account    chemical with the non-isothermal approach for TG that involves
reaction effects and gas diffusion through solid particles. complicated mathematical calculations, the isothermal
In previous works, kinetic model has been developed differential approach for MFBRA allowed the separation
based on first-order reaction between gas and solid but in of the temper-ature effect (i.e. the reaction rate constant)
this study a kinetic model is developed based on a n-order and kinetic function model, thus providing a simple and
reaction. Determination of reaction kinetic helps to specify reliable determination of the gas-solid reaction kinetics
system behavior with the time; for most of the [10].
complicated chemical reactions, different models in books There are two main problems in determination of the
[5-7] and papers [8] give kinetic data. A simple kinetic of chemical reactions:
methodology was developed  for  the  assessment of
fluid-dynamic and mass transport effects during kinetic Implementing appropriate experimental techniques to
experiments in fluidized bed. A modeling approach was collect reaction rates data in different conditions
proposed, which combines a kinetic particle model with a Development of an appropriate model to evaluate
simple two-phase flow model. unknown parameters using collected data.

The parameters resulting from the model were
expressed in terms of three observable quantities, making Exact  determination   of   the   reaction   mechanism
it possible to evaluate the transport effects in a is not necessary for evaluation of the kinetic of the
straightforward way from gas concentration reaction,  but  a  mathematical  relation would be

taken as an example. The methodology developed can be
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developed based on the experimental data. In this work,
kinetic  of  Cr O   oxidation is   determined   assuming    a2 3

n-order reaction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1 shows the setup which was prepared for
these experiments. The setup consists of a column
containing solid particles. The required oxygen of the
reaction is supplied by the air which is injected to the
system by a blower and Cr O  particles are oxidized in a2 3

fixed- bed reactor. The temperature and flow rate of air are
both in control.

Raw feed of this reaction is CrO , which has certain3

amount of Cr O . The amount of Cr O  was determined in2 3 2 3

moles of Cr O  per 100 grams of raw material using2 3

chromic acid test. Cr O  in raw feed oxidizes and converts Fig. 1: Schematic of experimental set-up2 3

to CrO  based on this reaction.3

The reaction is from n order with respect to the

Conversion of the reaction can be determined using
chromic acid test or measuring weight changes in certain Model Equation: In the fluid layer, the diffusion rate of
intervals. Therefore, change of chromium oxide particles the oxygen in the air can be described as:
weight with time is recorded which then used in kinetic
determination. These experiments has been repeated
using particles with initial diameter about 1.59, 2.18, 2.86 (1)
mm, different flow rates of air including 7, 8, 10, 15 Lit/min
and different temperatures consist of 23, 25, 26, 28°C. In all
cases, the actual conversion measured by performing Which in C is oxygen concentration in bulk and C1 is
chromic acid test and compared with the model values. its concentration in ash layer.

In addition, after each sampling, particle’s porosity In addition, the diffusion rate of the oxygen in the
measured by PASCAL 140 instrument Porosimeter and ash layer is described as followed:
this porosity is used in model calculations.

(2)
Mathematical Model: In order to accurate evaluation of
the reaction, the model would take into account the At the solid surface, the reaction rate assumed to be as:
effects of fluid, ash layer and particle pores' mass transfer
resistances. In absence of accumulation, the rate of (3)
diffusion of oxygen towards the Cr O  core via the fluid2 3

film and the ash layer is equal to the rate of consumption Replacing C1 and C2 from equations (3-1) and (3-2)
of this reactant per unit surface area of Cr O  core. Based results the following equation2 3

on the conditions the following assumptions were made
in the model: (4)

Particles retain their original shape and size during
reaction (the shrinking core model). d, is the reacting core diameter and d0 is the total
The particles are spherical and have equal size. particle diameter (ash + core) which remains constant.
The conversion is the same in all particles. Assuming that the reacting core retains its original shape,
The volume does not change significantly during the the core diameter can be expressed as a function of the
reaction. core weight, W.

concentration of oxygen at the core surface.
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fixed-bed, the followed correlation was suggested [11-13]:

(12)
Where W0 is the initial weight of the particles

(5) Re" Is Reynolds number of flow around sphere and
Schmidt number is calculated as followed:

Thus

(6)
The relation between Sherwood number and mass

(7)
(13)

"A" is the overall surface area of the particles in "m2"
which may be related to the initial surface area as: (14)

(8) (15)

Rate of Cr O  change is as fallowed, which can give experiment in different particle size, air flow rate and air2 3

the rate of oxygen change if multiplied by 1.5: temperature individually and its average value is

(9)

(10)

By replacing C, A, r, l in equation (3) the equation
become as followed:

(11)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parameters Calculation: 
Calculation of Mass Transfer Coefficient (K ): The initialC

step of the process is oxygen diffusion through air layer.
For a  gas  flowing  around  a  spherical  particle  in a

transfer coefficient is as follows [15]:

Mass transfer coefficient is calculated for each

K  dependency on temperature, particle size and flowC

rate are shown in FIgure (2).

Calculation of Bulk and Particle Porosity: Bulk porosity
was calculated using gravimetric method. Porosimeter
PASCAL 140 used to measure porosity of the particles.
The porosity of all particles with 1.59, 2.18 and 3 mm
diameter was determined. In addition, the average
porosity for each particle diameter was calculated:

(16)

Bulk porosity for CrO3 particles with 1.59 mm diameter is:
 = 0.380225

Bulk porosity for CrO3 particles with 2.18 mm diameter is:
 = 0.4097

Bulk porosity for CrO3 particles with 2.86 mm diameter is
 = 0.449

Thus, for particles with different size, the related
porosity is used.

Calculation of Effective Diffusion Coefficient: Effective
diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the following
relation.
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Fig. 2: K  vs. particle size and flow rate in 23°C hand side of the equation as a function of (dz/dt) n.C

Fig. 3: K  vs. particle size and flow rate in 25°C of the reaction and k´ is the rate constant.C

Fig. 4: K  vs. particle size and flow rate in 26°CC

Fig. 5: K  vs. particle size and flow rate in 28°C calculated kinetic presented as followed:C

(17)

Which,  is porosity,  is tortuosity of particle, which
is taken as 2

Calculation Procedure: In order to solve the equation
(11), KC and D  values are determined for each experimenteff

and an equation obtained for each one. Then, A, l, r, C
values in each instant calculated from equations (3) to (8).
Replacing these values in equation (11), give us the left
hand side of the equation as a function of dz/dt and right

dz/dt (particles weight change rate) for each
experiment can be determined from experimental data. If
the equation (11) be rewritten in natural logarithm form,
plotting left hand side versus right hand side results in a
straight line. Therefore, n (order of reaction) and K
(reaction rate constant) became slope and intercept of the
line respectively. For each experiment, these values are
calculated and the effect of temperature on rate constant
and the order of the reaction is evaluate in different flow
rate, air temperature and particle size. Results of all
experiments presented in Table (1). In this table, n is order

Rate Constant: Rate constant is a function of temperature.
Assuming an arhenious law for this constant and using
average values for k', the reaction constant calculated as
followed:

Order of the Reaction: Order of the reaction is determined
as an average of all experiments as followed:

The  tolerance  of  the  calculations  is  in  the  range
of ±3.5%. This is because of assuming a simple power law
kinetic for the reaction at the surface of the solid.
However, according to the range of the air flow rate and
solid particles diameter range, these parameters can be
used to predict the reaction condition with a good
certainty for other situations in same range. In addition, if
more accurate methods such as chromic acid tests be
used to determine the reaction conversion, more accurate
parameters can be predicted with lower tolerance. So the
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Table 1: Kinetic model parameters for each experiment
No. of Experiment Experiment Condition Kinetic model parameters
Run (1) T=23°C, D =1.59mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.0594, k´=2.18E-3P

Run (2) T=23°C, D =1.59mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.0507, k´=1.386E-3P

Run (3) T=23°C, D =1.59mm,Q=15L/min  n=1.1186, k´=1.84E-3P

Run (4) T=23°C, D =2.18mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.1367, k´=1.386E-3P

Run (5) T=23°C, D =2.18mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.148, k´=1.55E-3P

Run (6) T=23°C, D =2.18mm,Q=15L/min  n=1.1671, k´=1.618E-3P

Run (7) T=23°C, D =2.86mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.1398, k´=1.44E-3P

Run (8) T=23°C, D =2.86mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.215, k´=1.24E-3P

Run (9) T=23°C, D =2.86mm,Q=15L/min  n=1.2842, k´=1.18E-3P

Run (10) T=25°C, D =1.59mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.0399, k´=1.995E-3P

Run (11) T=25°C, D =2.18mm,Q=8L/min  n=1.0935, k´=2.38E-3P

Run (12) T=25°C, D =2.18mm,Q=15L/min  n=1.2886, k´=1.07E-3P

Run (13) T=25°C, D =2.86mm,Q=8L/min  n=1.2432, k´=8.5E-4P

Run (14) T=25°C, D =2.86mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.2027 , k´=1.35E-3P

Run (15) T=26°C, D =1.59mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.0968, k´=1.765E-3P

Run (16) T=26°C, D =2.18mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.0763, k´=2.149E-3P

Run (17) T=26°C, D =2.86mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.1076, k´=1.68E-3P

Run (18) T=28°C, D =1.59mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.0145, k´=2.7E-3P

Run (19) T=28°C, D =1.59mm,Q=8L/min  n=1.0372, k´=2.52E-3P

Run (20) T=28°C, D =1.59mm,Q=10L/min  n=1.0506, k´=2.44E-3P

Run (21) T=28°C, D =1.59mm,Q=15L/min  n=1.0331, k´=2.89E-3P

Run (22) T=28°C, D =2.18mm,Q=7L/min  n=1.045, k´=2.23E-3P

Run (23) T=28°C, D =2.18mm,Q=15L/min  n=1.1306, k´=1.91E-3P

D = Diffusion coefficient, m /s
D = Effective diffusion coefficient, m /s

(T in K) D = Particle size, mm

 C=Cr O  Concentration (mol/m )  d = Particle diameter, m2 3
3

j = Total flux of gas, kg/m s
CONCLUSIONS k = Mass transfer coefficient,  m/s

k´ = Average reaction coefficient,  m/s
In This research kinetic parameter consist of k' and P = Partial pressure of oxygen, Pa

order of reaction of Cr2O3 oxidation have been V = Volume, m
determined. In this model diffusion resistance in a solid W = Core weight, g 
particles, gas film resistance and also reaction resistance W = Initial weight of the particles, g 
have been considered simultaneously. Solving model = Porosity
required experimental data of this reaction such as ash = Tortuosity
layer thickness, KC (gas film mass transfer coefficient),
particle weight and reaction rate in each time. These REFERENCES
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